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II THE TRINITY TABLET 
TRINITY COLLEGE, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
Trinity College, under the name of Washington College, received its charter in 1823. The present name 
was adopted in 1845. Its chief founder was the Right Rev. Thomas Church Brownell, Bishop of Connecticut. 
Established by Episcopalians and administered in sympathy with their tenets, it is not a Church institution 
in the sense of being directed bytheChurch. In the breadth with which its advantages are placed at theservice 
of those of every creed, it is entitled to be called non-sectarian. 
Formerly on the site of the present State Capitol, it was transferred in 1878 to new buildings in the 
southwestern part of the city. The principal of these in the English Secular Gothic style, 653 feet long, includ-
ing Jarvis and Seabury Halls and Northam Towers, is one of the most imposing and admirably fitted educa-
tional edifices in the United States. It is intended to form the west side of a great quadrangle. Outside of 
the lines of this quadrangle on the south, are the Observatory, the Boardman Hall of Natural History, and 
the Jarvis Laboratories for Chemistry and for Physics. To the north of it are the Gymnasium, houses of the 
President and Professors, and Chapter Houses of the Fraternities. Below the College Campus to the east, 
and within three minutes' walk, is the spacious Athletic :field. In beauty of situation, healthful conditions of 
life, and equipment for its special work, the ~allege is not surpassed. 
The College has distinct courses of four years in Arts, in Science, in Letters and Science, and in Letters. 
The Faculty includes thirteen professors, seven instructo1·s, five lecturers, a librarian and a medical director. 
Among the Elective studies within the respective courses, there is scarcely a single important subject for 
which adequate provision is not made. 
Properly qualified candidates not desiring to pursue the whole studies of any course are allowed as 
Special Students to pursue certain subjects, receiving ctrtificates of satisfactory work. 
The Library contains 42,648 volumes. Generous contributions of the Alumni aremaking possible a rapid 
addition to its resources. A new Reference Reading Room Lighted at night by electricity is open not only 
during the day, but also five evenings of the week 
The Jarvis Chemical and Physical Laboratories have every equipment for the most advanced work. 
The new Hall of Natural History contains Biological Laboratories provided with the most modern appli-
ances. 
There are fifty scholarships for the aid of necessitous students. The three Holland Scholarships yielding 
each $600 per annum, are awarded to the three best students in the three lower classes respectively. The 
Russell Graduate Fellowship of $400 is awarded biennially in the interest of higher graduate study. Prizes to 
the amount of $500 are also awarded to undergraduates for success in the work of the various departments. 
Two examinations for admission are held at the college in each year, the :first on the three days following 
the Annual Commencement, and the second in September, immediately before the beginning of the Christmas 
Term. 
For Catalogues, Examination Papers, or information, apply to the President or to the Secretary of the 
Faculty. · 
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EDITORIALS 
THE resignation of the Rev. Thomas Ruggles Pynchon from the 
Chair of Moral Philosophy, of which he was Brownell Professor, 
marks an epoch in the history of the College: Dr. Pynchon was 
born in New Haven, Conn., and entered Trinity College in the 
Class of 1841. He was tutor at Trinity from 1843 - 1847. In 1844 
he was elected to the Scoville professorship of. Chemistry, which he 
held until 1877. He was also librarian from 1857 - I 822, and · was 
twice College Chaplain, from 1860-1864 and again from I 866-1867. 
Dr. Pynchon was elected President of Trinity. College in 1874. 
While he filled this office the college was moved from the city to its 
present site, the magnificent western side of the great quadrangle 
was erected, and numerous endowments were collected. Dr. Pynchon 
became Hobart Professor of Moral and Political Philosophy in 1877. 
He resigned the presidency and also the Hobart professorship in 
I 88 3 and in the same year he was elected to the Chair of Moral 
Philosophy which he held until the present time. Dr. Pynchon 
received the degree of S. T. D. from St. Stephen's College in I 865, 
and that of LL. D. from Columbia College in J:8.77. He wa·s elected 
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member of the Ameriean Society of Metrology in 1870 and honorary 
member of the American Academy of Sciences. In the midst of 
this active and strenuous career Dr. Pynchon, nevertheless, found 
Hme in which to write scientific and other works among which are 
the following : - "An Introduction to Chemical Physics," and 
'' Bishop Butler a Religious . Philosopher for All Time," both of 
which have been used at Trinity College. Dr. Pynchon's retire-
ment from active eaucation will cause regret to all who knew him. 
He will, however, remain at Trinity College as Professor Emcr-£tus. 
A man of unfailing courtesy and Christian kindliness, his influence 
has· been greatly for good on the college and on all ·who knew him. 
Connected with Trinity for over fifty years, there are but few 
alumni who have not come under his personal instruction and 
guidance, and being one of the three oldest graduates, he occupies a 
peculiar position of influence and respect. Dr. Pynchon's services 
both as professor and president have been invaluable, and all who 
knew him will ever hold him in grateful and loving remembrance. 
* 
·X· 
J N another column of this issue appears the announcement that at 
a recent meeting of the trustees Dr. Robb's resignation of his 
position as Professor of Physics was presented and accepted with 
regret. Although we have known for several weeks that this is Dr. 
Robb's last term here, nevertheless the definite severing of his con-
nection with the institution of which he has been a most important 
factor for so many years comes as an unpleasant shock. The regret 
which the trustees felt in complying with the inevitable is shared 
without exception by every alumnus and undergraduate of Trinity. 
Each one will hear of the Doctor's resignation with a distinct sense 
of personal loss which can be but slightly mitigated by the realization 
that a college which confers the_degree of B. A. must contain inherent 
limitations upon the career of a specialist, and a man of such remark-
able ability as Dr. Robbs's. He has combined theory and practice to 
an extraordinary degree, accompanying his work in the lecture room 
and laboratory by efficient activity in the practical electrical world, 
until at length a more suitable location and greater facilities than 
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Trinity affords have become imperative to his further success. That 
a brilliant future is before him may be seen in his past achievements. 
At the age of nineteen Dr. William Lispenard Robb was graduated 
with highest honors from Columbia University. He then went 
abroad and spent one year at Wurtzburg studying under Kohl-
rausch. Leaving Wurtzburg, he entered the University of Berlin 
where he remained two years taking the degree of Ph. D. under 
the direction of Kirchhof and von Helmholtz. In answer to a call 
from his Alma Mater, Dr. Robb returned to Columbia, as Assistant 
in Mathematics, and in 1885 accepted the Professorship of Physics 
in Trinity College. Since that time he has devoted himself with 
unfailing energy towards the advancement of his department, and 
the science in which he is engrossed. During the seventeen years 
of his residence here there have been but two interruptions in his 
duties as Professor The first in 1892 when he spent a six months 
leave of absence pursuing special studies at the Federal Polytechnic 
Institute of Zurich under H. F. Weber and again during the Span-
ish war in 1898 he rendered valuable service to the goverment in 
laying submarine mines. Of what Dr. Robb has done for Trinity, 
in his own department and in matters concerning the general wel-
fare and improvement of the college, we can only say that we 
realize how entirely the present completeness and efficiency of the 
Physics Department is due to his personal efforts, and that evidences 
of his constant interest in college affairs are too numerous and per-
manent ever to be obliterated. He leaves us for a larger sphere of 
action demanded by his personality for the fullest completion of the 
brilliant career which he is pursuing, May every success be his. 
* * * A MONG the numerous organizations which have bee.n instituted 
by the undergraduates of Trinity in the interests of the institu-
tion is one which is almost, if not quite, defunct. We refer to the 
Press Club, which in its days of active life did a great deal in 
spreading abroad college news. We do not think that the usefulness 
of the Press Club is no longer available, but rather that its members 
should be aroused to a sense of what they might accomplish by a 
/fl/I 
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little earnest effort on their part. The matter deserves special at-
tention at this period of the year when more than at any other time 
the eyes of the outside world are turned in our direction. The ap-
pointments of new professors, the conferring of degrees, and the 
festivities of commencement week, and other incidents too numerous 
to mention will furnish abundant material for newspaper correspon-
dence. 
* * * T tlE TABLET has from time to time in the past found occasion 
to voice complaints which seem to n:ake themselves heard 
among the undergraduates. But in order that none of our readers 
may think that the college paper cannot be as appreciative as it may 
be critical, we wish to extend our thanks to '' the powers that be," 
for the number of improve'inents which we notice about the college. 
Most of them are small matters, but when added together, they 
indicate considerable thought on the part of someone, and do much 
towards making our grounds more attractive. There is no reason 
why Trinity College should not be one of the most beautiful 
spots in Hartford, and if the present rate of progress is kept up, it 
will be. 
HIS LAST TACKLE 
J N the fall of '78, four years after my graduation, I undertook to 
learn the business of which it was my destiny a few years later 
to be owner. Three years abroad had not stimulated into activity 
any desire to settle down to a life of steady application to business, 
but a talk with the governor had shown me that the path of duty 
lay in compliance with the parental desires. Accordingly I turned 
up at my future place of business the following Monday morning 
and donned a pair of overalls in anticipation of a rough and tumble 
struggle with the elements of the hardware business. Six months 
of that sort of thing sufficed to teach me the difference between a 
two-foot yard stick and a left-handed monkey wrench, and I was 
then entrusted with eight large trunks and three sample grips and 
told to sell every hard war~ dealer between St. Paul antl San Francisco. 
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So it happened that I found myself, one rainy night in the latter 
part of November, helping the baggageman smash one or two of my 
precious trunks as we hustled them out of the car onto the platform 
at the little station of Silverton, Nevada. If you have an ·idea that 
a traveling salesman in my line of business enjoys all the comforts 
of home, riding about the country in a parlor · car and dining table 
d'hote at 4. 50 per, just disillusionize yourself as quickly as possible 
or you may take a position that will result in self-destruction before 
you can change your occupation. 
Six weeks of life on the road had sufficed to teach me many 
things of which not the least in value was the respective importance 
of the various railroad officials. Formerly I had supposed the chief 
power to lie in the president and general manager, but it was not 
long before I was undeceived regarding the object of my natural 
reverence for omnipotence. The being who most influenced my 
wellbeing and happiness did not wear a frock coat in the perform-
ance of his duties, nor was he to be found enjoying a Havana behind 
walls of plate glass and mahogany. On the contrary he thought 
blue jeans about as suitable to work in as anything and a '' Pitt~-
burg stogie" was to him a luxury. This latter fact I found of con-
siderable value for it costs more to rebuild a trunk than to buy a few 
stogies, besides the trouble involved. And so I reverenced the 
baggageman and treated him as a brother. 
As I have already said, it was raining, or rather sleeting. I could 
scarcely keep my feet as I traveled the length of the platform in 
search of a hack. There was none there. The driver evidently 
prefers the cheer of a bar to a two hours' wait for my belated train ; 
'' Wise man," thought I, '' but I wish you had less wisdom and more 
regard for the comfort of your fellow beings, myself in particular." 
A walk of over a mile to the little mining town on the hillside did 
not appeal to my sense of humor exactly, but there was nothing else 
for it. "I'll leave my grip inside and light a cigar," said I to myself, 
and suiting action to the thought, I opened the door of the little 
waiting room and stepped to the window for a match. The agent 
was at his desk taking down a train report that came clicking over 
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the wire. As soon as the sounder stopped working over-time, I 
asked for a match. The agent's back was turned towards me, but 
at the sound of my voice he reached for his match safe and rose 
to give it to me. Something in the man's form struck me as fam-
iliar and when the light from a wall reflector illuminated his face, I 
recognized him instantly as an old college mate, Bob Hunter. "Fat-
ty Bob, " we jokingly called him because of his massive build. He 
played guard on the Varsity the second season and captained the 
ball-team from first base his senior year. But what a change! "Fat-
ty Bob " of five years before was " Lanky Bob " now ; a ready expla-
nation of the change was apparent -in the flushed cheeks and cough 
which greeted my outstreached hand. Poor old Bob! All so changed 
except the features and pleasant smile indicative of the sterling char-
acter which endeared him to us in those days. In a minute we were 
talking old times as only two former comrades on diamond and grid-
iron can-living again the happiest period of our lives. 
It must have been between two and three o'clock in the morning 
when our conversation was interrupted by the startling words; 
" Hands up or I'll shoot ! " 
So engrossed has we been in our talk that the man entered the 
waiting room without our hearing him. At the moment of inter-
ruption Bob was standing up in his enthusiasm explaining the trick 
play by which he had made a forty yard run to victory. 
I was too rp.uch surprised for a second to move, but Bob, with 
the quickness which becomes instinct to the athlete, hurled himself 
upon the man in the door-way as though over the line for the touch-
down he had been describing. As he jumped there was a flash and 
sharp report. Not a sound came from Bob as the two went down 
together, but I knew he had downed his last man. They lay quite 
still in front of the safe. · Bob had struck his man just at the knees 
and in falling the robber's head came violently in contact with the safe 
A sledge-hammer would have had like effect; he never moved. 
handle. I raised my friend and laid him on a bench. Brandy from 
my pocket flask soon revived him sufficiently to speak. 
"It was a good tackle," he whispered, " always get them low-
good bye, old man; don't you care, I'd just as soon go this way as 
to wait for the cough to do it-good bye. " 
'' Fatty Bob" had made his last tackle, but he had fallen beyond 
the goal post of eternity. R. H. H. 
MY LADY'S GARDEN 
TIIERE my la~y's garden is -
Silent now, and tenantless. 
Every bed has strayed its border, and the vines have 
lost their way, 
Brambles here and briars there, 
Wild weeds masters everywhere, 
What a scene of sad disorder the old garden is to-day! 
Trellised walls are overgrown 
By rude creepers not their own; 
All the rustic seats are broken, and their wounds by 
vines are bound. 
Here, where elegantine has twined, 
Hath my lady oft reclined 
While she wr<Jught some gay love token from the 
grasses all around. 
Where the tall sun-flowers grow t 
Nodding in a drowsy row, 
By the mossy fountain basin, once my lady walked 
with me. 
There I asked that we be married, 
But she raised the rose she carried,-
That she hid her face in, saying that it might not be. 
On yon lichened seat of stone, 
Once my lady sat alone, 
vVhile the breezes kissed her forehead, an.cl her eyes 
were bathed in tears. 
To her memory I bow, 
Tho' the seat is vacant now, 
And the wild, bold vines have clambered o'er that 
hallowed place for years. 
That was years ago, remember, 
Now the flame is but an ember. 
She has faded like her flames, and her thoughts are 
ashes here. 
Yet the violets and pansies 
Seem my lady's brightest fancies, 
And recall the golden hours we have spent together here. 
William Seward Wallace. 
• 
COLLEGE AND CAMPUS 
AT the stated meeting of the Trustees of Trinity College held April 
26, Dr. Pynchon, Professor of Moral Philosophy, sent in his resig-
nation, alleging length of service and increasing years. The Trustees 
accepted the resignation and in appreciation of his long and faithful service 
appointed him Professor Emeritus with a right to a room in the College 
huildings. 
Professor Robb, who has done so much to strengthen and develop the 
Department of Physics during the last seventeen years, having been elected 
to the Chair of Physics in the Rensselaer Polytechnic School, at Troy, 
N. Y., sent in his resignation which was accepted with reluctance. 
Professor Charles H. Hayes, who has taught here so acceptably during 
the present year, sent in his resignation in order to accept the Chair of the 
Evidences of Natural and Revealed Religion in the General Theological 
Seminary, New York City. The resignation was accepted with regret. 
Mr. C. E. Graves, who has been Treasurer of the College for twenty-
six years, asked for an assistant and Mr. Walter S. Schi.itz of the class of 
1894 was appointed Assistant Treasurer. It is understood that Mr. Schutz 
will have an office in No. 12 Seabury Hall, and among other duties will 
have charge of the college buildings and grounds. 
It ,is expected that the vacant chairs will be filled at the Annual Meeting 
of the Corporation in June. 
On the evening of Monday, May 5, the German Club gave a German in 
Alumni Hall, at which Hartford society was, as usual, well represented. 
The leaders of the evening were! Reeve Huntington Hutchinson, 1903, 
with Miss Post of Hartford, and Walter Best Allen, 1904, with Miss Jack-
son of Middletown. 
On Tuesday afternoon, May 6, Mr. Ernest Harold Baynes delivered ·a 
lecture in Boardman Hall on the subject of "\Vild Life in Connecticut." 
Mr. Baynes talked chiefly on the birds and smaller mammals of the state, 
and showed some yery interesting pictures which he had taken in the course 
of his study. An interesting feature of the lecture was a series of pictures 
which showed the development of the flying squirrel from one day old up 
to two months. The lecturer described the method used in obtaining the 
pictures, and related some of his experiences in getting them. After the 
lecture, Professor C. L. Edwards expressed the thanks of the audience. 
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The usual lectures and recitations were omitted on Thursday, ]\,fay 8, 
being Ascension Day. 
Incidentally to the track meet with Wesleyan, of which mention is made 
in another department, Trinity men again enjoyed the hospitality of Dr. 
Samuel Hart of the Berkeley Divinity School in Middletown, on May 10. 
Dr. Hart's cordiality and kind entertainment did much to overcome the 
melancholy occasioned by the defeat of the track team. 
On Sunday, May 11, the special preacher in college chapel was Bishop 
Leighton Coleman of Delaware, who took for his text, "The merciful and 
gracious Lord hath so done his marvelous works that they ought to be had 
in remembrance." His sermon had a particular application to college life 
and the position in which a young man is placed in the world after leaving 
his college. At the afternoon chapel service the Bishop also delivered a 
short address. 
On Monday, May 12, Mr. vV. H. C. Pynchon, the college lecturer on 
geology, began a very interesting series of public lectures in Boardman 
Hall. The general subject of the series of five lectures was, "The Geology 
of the State of Connecticut." The first lecture consisted of a trip through 
the state by means of lantern slides, showing the general land formation. 
In the second lecture, given on Tuesday, the subject of erosion was taken 
up, and the formation of the sandstone was explained. "The Volcanic 
History of Connecticut" formed the topic of Wednesday's lecture, and the 
size of the audience testified to the interest taken in the subject. The 
The theory of volcanic eruption was explained, and lantern slides were used 
to illustrate the various phenomena of these eruptions. The fourth lecture 
of the series was given up to the discussion of the secondary changes which 
had taken place in the Connecticut valley during the past ages. The fifth 
and last lecture took up the subject of glacial action in the Connecticut 
valley. The lecturer showed many pictures 'illustrating the action of the 
great ice sheets on the rocks of the state. The whole series of lectures 
were well attended and a number of persons made a trip on Saturday with 
Mr. Pynchon to West Peak, near Meriden, where an opportunity was 
given of practically illustraitng many of the points mentioned in the 
lectures. 
On Friday, May 16, Mr. Pynchon delivered a lecture in the afternoon 
to the class in surveying, his subject being, "The Practical Side of Survey-
ing." On the same day Mr. Henry Souther, the head of the testing de-
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partment of the Columbia Company, gave a lecture to the mechanical 
classes. 
On May 16, and 17, an interscholastic invitation tennis tournament was 
held on the college courts. The schools which were represented were 
Hartford High, Stearn's School, Meriden High, Black Hall, and the Uni-
versity Grammar School of Providence, R. I. The tournament resulted in 
a victory for Westcott of Black Hall in the singles. Beach and Mucklow 
of the Hartford High School were the winners in the doubles. The prizes 
presented were loving cups, one given for the singles, and one to each of 
the winners in the doubles. The success of the tournament will probably 
bring about the arrangement of a similar contest next year or possibly the 
formation of an interscholastic league. 
The senior dramatics which is this year under the charge. of A. B. 
Q..uail~, promises to be a marked success. Rehearsals have been begun, and 
the men are doing very good work. It is proposed to make the play of 
unusual interest this year, and almost all the members of the class are in 
the cast, which is a dramatization of Charles Dickens' "Bardell versus 
Pickwick Trial." The characters have been assigned as follows: 
Lord Chief Justice, H. T. Q..uaile 
High Sheriff, White 
Judge's Registrar, Higginbotham 
Sergeant Buzfuz . A. B. Q..uaile 
Skim pin, barrister-at-law, Steele 
Dodson, attorney, Sheldon 
Fogg, attorney, S. Cole 
Sergeant Snubbin, . McCook 
Phunky, barrrister-at-la w, Merriam 
Parker, attorney, Barton 
Mr. Pickwick, Rogers 
Mr. Winkle, Weibel 
Mr. Weller, Sr., Crane 
Joe Wardle, Howe 
Sam Weller, Laubenstein 
Court Usher, Taylor 
Thomas Groffin, chemist, Bentley 
Mrs. Bardell, Henderson 
Mrs. Elizabeth Cluppin Holden 
Mrs. Susannah Sanders, Walker 
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The arrangement of the Batterson collection of minerals has been com-
pleted in the college museum of natural history. The collection occupies 
several cases, the mineral part of the specimens having been placed in a 
large case, above which hangs a picture of J. G. Batterson, the collector. 
This collection is one of the most valuable which the museum has received, 
It comprises, besides a large number of minerals and crystals, many curios-
ities. These are mummy clothes from Egypt, and hieroglyphics from the 
same country, together with specimens of arrow head hieroglyphics from 
Ninevah. The work of arranging the collection was in the hands of H. D. 
Goodale, 1903, who has been acting as an · assistant in the department 
during the absence of Professor C. L. Edwards. Sidney G. Fisher, '79, 
of Philadelphia has also made a number of addititions to the museum. 
These comprise pictures, including four of Thompson-Seaton's animal 
pictures, and an excellent photograph of the Muir glacier, and also skins of 
the pheasant, and wild duck, and mounted specimens of the Carolina rail. 
Professor Johnson has given a collection of shells, among which the spirula 
shells form a valuable aquisition. Mr. J. J. Seinsoth has added to his 
numerous gifts to the museum, a mounted iguana, grey squirrel and fox 
squirrel, and has also given some live red squirrels to the vivaria. A 
new feature which will be added to the museum in a short time is a collec-
tion of beautiful hand coiored plates of all forms of animal, insect and plant 
life made in 1850 by William Roderick Lawrence. The artist was "the 
great grandson of John Lawrence, the treasurer of the colony and state of 
Connecticut.'' The plates are in pen and ink and in water color, and 
represent in their number, the work of a number of years. They are the 
gift of Mr. C. H. Hoadley. The whole museum is being fitted up with 
water color sketches of the anatomy of each specimen of ammal life con-
tained in it. It is the purpose of the head of the department to have a 
stuffed and dissected specimen of each animal, and beside it a labeled draw-
ing which will indicate to the casual observer, the peculiarities of the 
specimen. This is a plan which will add much to the value of the museum 
for study. In the case of the microscopic forms of life, plates are given 
which show the action and condition of the animal under various influ-
ences. The plates, many of which are already in place, are the work of 
M. B. Stewart, 1902. In accordance with the plan which was found so 
successful last summer, Professor C. L. Edwards has announced that the 
museum will be open to the public every Saturday afternoon from two 
until five o'clock during the college term and throughout the summer. 
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An important meeting was held Monday afternoon by Dr. J. B. 
McCook, F. S. Bacon, '99, and T. Minton Syphax, '03, captain of next 
year's foot ball team, in the doctor's office, in regard to improved methods 
of caring for the team during the coming season. A definite system has 
been mapped out, and every possible effort will be made to place in the 
field one of the strongest elevens that Trinity has ever turned out. 
The meeting held, was the result of a feeling, among those most int~r-
ested, that the weakness seen in the teams has been due, not so much to 
lack of energy but rather to misdirected energy-not so much to an unwill-
ingness to do as to an ignorance of what to do. 
During the summer the various football men are to be advised to do a 
certain amount of training and practice. Dr. McCook, who is the college 
medical director, will interview them before the end of the term, and under 
his direction, such exercise as he recommends for each one, will be followed 
out. As many men as possible will be provided with foot balls, especially 
those who are to do the kicking. 
During the fall it is purposed to run a training table, where the differ-
ent men can have their meals together, and thus come in the closest possi-
ble touch with each other. The advantage of a training table is and has 
been so self evident that its omis~ion has been a more or less serious draw-
back. 
Lastly, the question of training itself was taken up. Dr. McCook said 
in regard to this, that it was impossible to get the best results out of a man, 
as a foot ball player, who did not maintain some uniformity in his habits, 
eating and sleeping. It was finally decided that the system of training 
next fall should be strict. The men must train according to directions and 
any man caught breaking training wantonly, will be dropped from the 
team. It is results that are wanted and in this case the results are a 
strong, well-disciplined, successful team. Working with such an idea in 
view, and under the most approved plans, the whole spirit of the meeting 
was to turn out a good team or none at all. The outlook is encouraging. 
As far as can be learned the incoming class will be large, and will bring 
quite a number of f0<;>t ball men, and judging from the work already 
started, there is every reason to believe that next fall's team will come up 
to the high standard set for it by its captain and directors. A meeting of 
all men interested in foot ball will be held sometime in June. 
THE SENIOR s T ANDING in graduation's rainbow glow 
When you go forth the rainbow's end to find, 
Entering the newer paths, you leave behind 
The college life that you have learned to know. 
And a1'9you start upon life's dusty way, 
That stretches to the west, before you there, 
What visions do you see- what castles fair? 
What shadowings of disappointments grey? 
Go forth to meet them-so when you have won, 
When you have found the rainbow's crypt of gold, 
Our College Mother, when your life is told, 
May claim you- proudly claim you - as her son. 
ATHLETICS 
YALE 2ND 8-TRINITY 7 
T. '03 . . 
FRIDAY, May 16, Trinity was defeated by the Yale 2nd team by the 
score of 8-7. 
It was anybody's game until the last man was out, and the numerous 
close and good plays made it very interesting from the spectators' stand-
point. Goodridge and Henderson were in the points for Trinity and 
Welton for Yale. Both batteries put up an excellent game. Johnson 
struck out eleven men, but marred his work somewhat by giving six bases 
on balls. Goodridge struck out four but was very steady, only passing two 
men to first. The best fielding of the day was done by Clement, who shut 
off a run at the plate by a ground throw and picked a fly off the fence 
in the sixth, thereby stopping a batting rally of Yale's. The fielding. of 
Trinity· was unsteady, there being a tendency to wild throwing, while Yale 
was but little _better in this respect. Henderson stopped Yale from stealing 
second by a beautiful throw in the first inning. After that Yale did not go 
down except with a man on third. Trinity might have pulled the game 
out but for some reckless base running. 
Chittenden opened for Yale with a hit to short, being thrown out at 
first. Shaw flew out, Syphax making a good catch. Ramsey hit to left, 
but was thrown out a moment later, trying for second. For Trinity, Bar-
ton went out on a fly to Rumsey; Mann was out, Thompson_ to Chittenden. 
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Goodridge cracked out a single to right, but it was wasted, as Henderson 
forced him at second. Yale got her first run in the second. In trying to 
strike out Johnson, Goodridge gave him his base on balls; Welton sacrificed 
him to second; Barnes was safe on Syph8;x's poor throw and when Ward 
hit to Allen, Johnson scored. The next two men flew out. Although 
Trinity worked Johnson for two passes in her half of the second, she was 
unable to score. Yale was stopped from scoring in the third by Clement's 
throw to the plate. Trinity lost a good chance to score in this inning, 
having two men on bases, but the needed, hit was not forthcoming. Yale 
got two more in the fourth as the result of loose playing. Welton struck 
out. Barnes was safe on Syphax's low throw; Ward popped up a fly to 
right which Wheeler juggled, Barnes going to third on the play. They 
be>th crossed the plate on Thompson's hit. Hamilton went out to Brigham 
and Thompson was forced by Chittenden. Trinity got back two of the 
runs in her half. Allen made a hit to left. Clement sacrificed him to 
second and Syphax sent him home on his drive to right. Syphax stole 
second and third while Wheeler was striking out and scored on Barton's 
hit to center. Mann closed the inning by fouling out. Yale scored two 
m'ore in the fifth. Shaw went out, Allen to Brigham. Rumsey bunted and 
Henderson, trying to make the play quickly, threw over Brigham's head. 
Johnson went out to Clement. Rumsey came in on V/elton's double and 
he in turn scored on Barnes' single. Ward closed the innin·g by flying out 
to Man·n. Trinity immediately got these runs back. Goodridge was passed 
to first, took third on Henderson's double to left, but was thrown out at 
the plate on Brigham's hit to Shaw, Henderson taking third on the play. 
Allen struck out. Henderson scored on Clement's two-bagger, Brigham 
taking third and coming home a moment later on Johnson's wild pitch. 
Syphax made the third out, Rumsey to Chittenden. Yale got what proved 
to be the winning runs in the sixth. Thompson was passed to first, went 
to second on Hamilton's sacrifice and scored on Chittenden's •double. 
Chittenden came in on Shaw's single. Shaw went to third on Henderson's 
wild throw. Rumsey flew out to Clement. Johnson was hit, started for 
second and while he was being run down, Shaw scored. This was the last 
scoring Yale did. Trinity got one in her half of the inning. Barton worked 
his usual trick of getting a base on balls, went to second on Mann's single, 
third on Goodridge's out and home on a passed ball. In the seventh, 
Trinity came within one of tying the score. Allen was safe on Thompson's 
error. Cleme~t hit to short, but was safe on another error l:>y Thompson. 
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Syphax hit to Johnson, but both Allen and Clement scored when Shaw 
failed to hold Johnson's throw, Syphax taking third. Trinity lost her 
chance to win by dumb work on the bases, for with none out Syphax tried 
to steal home and was caught by a yard. Wheeler got first on a pass, 
moved up when Barton was passed, but was caught napping off second by 
Johnson. Mann closed the inning by striking out. Trinity was unable to 
get a run in the next two innings, leaving Yale a wmner by the narrow 
margin of one run. 
TRINITY. AB. R. lB. P.O. A. E. YALE 2ND. AB. R. lB. P.O. A. E. 
Barton, c. f..... ..... 3 1 1 2 0 0 Chittenden, lb ..... 5 1 1 6 1 0 
Mann, s. s ........... 5 0 1 1 2 1 Shaw, 3b ............. 4 1 1 1 1 1 
Goodridge, p....... 4 0 1 0 3 0 Rumsey, 2b ......... 5 1 1 1 2 O 
Henderson, c.. .... 3 1 1 7 2 2 Johnson, p........... 3 1 1 0 3 0 
Brigham, lb ........ 5 1 1 11 O O Wilton, c ............. 4 1 1 14 1 1 
Allen, 2b... ........... 4 2 1 2 4 1 Barnes, I. f... ..... ... 3 . 1 1 O O 1 
Clement, 1. f......... 3 1 1 2 1 0 Craffey, 1. f.......... 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Syphax, 3b .......... 5 1 1 2 2 2 Ward, r. f... ......... 4 1 0 2 0 0 
Wheeler, r. f ......... 4 0 0 0 0 1 Thompson, s. s .... 3 1 1 2 2 2 
Hamilton, c. f ...... 3 0 1 0 0 0 
Totals .............. 36 7 8 27 14 7 Totals .............. 35 8 8 27 10 5 
SCORE BY INNINGS. 
Trinity ......................................................... o O O 2 2 1 2 O 0-7 
Yale2nd ...................................................... O 1 O 2 2 3 0 0 0-8 
Two-base hits-Henderson, Clement, Chittenden, Wilton, Hamilton. Sacrifice hits 
-Clement, Shaw, Wilton, Craffey, Hamilton. Stolen bases-Syphax 2, Barnes, Ward. 
Bases on balls-by Goodridge 2: by Johnson 6. Hit by pitched ball-by Goodridge 1; 
by Johnson 1. Struck out-by Goodridge 4; by Johnson 11. Wild pitch-Johnson. 
Passed ball-Wilton. Umpire-Beecher. 
TRINITY 5 - MASSACHUSETTS ST A TE 3 
Trinity, with a rearranged team, defeated Massachusetts handily, 
Thursday, May 8, on the Trinity grounds by the score of 5-3. 
The game was not as close as the score would indicate, as the "Aggies" 
were never dangerous, Goodridge holding them well in hand until the last 
inning when he eased up a trifle and allowed them to make three hits. 
Trinity played a strong fielding game and batted well. Barton showed 
that his place was in the out-field by putting up a close game, twice saving 
errors by good backing up. Mann, Allen, Goodridge and Brigham fielded 
brilliantly. A badly split hand hindered Syphax in throwing, but his two 
errors did not count in the ru.n getting. Mann led with the stick, making 
two two-baggers and two singles, besides scoring four time. Maddox did 
not have much to do in the field, but he made a single at the bat and was 
fast on the bases. 
• 
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Massachusetts fielded well, with the exception of short-stop, but were 
. unable to bunch their hits successfully. Hunt pitched well, not giving a 
base on balls, and he prevented Trinity's stealing, by using what looked 
to be an illegal delivery, thus keepjng the men close to the bases. 
Amherst went to bat first, Cook struck out, O'Hearn was out, Allen to 
Brigham. Ahearn made a hit, but was out a second on a good throw by 
Henderson. Trinity started by making a run. Barton struck out. Mann 
made first on an infield hit, and scored on Goodridge's two-bagger. Hen-
derson flew out to short, Brigham singled but Allen could not do better 
than hit to short, making the third out. Both sides went out, one, two, 
three order in the next inning. In the third Gregg led off with a hit, 
stole second but was nailed at third, Henderson to Syphax. Brooks 
reached first on Brigham's error of judgement, but the next two men were 
easy outs on flys. Trinity got one more run in the third. Barton flew out 
to right, Mann doubled to left, took third while Goodridge was reaching 
first on O'Hearn's error, and scored on Henderson's out, Ahearn to Paul. 
Brigham struck out. The fourth passed without either side scoring. Am-
herst broke the ice in the fifth. Halligan singled to left, reached second 
on Brooks's out to pitcher to first, took third on a passed ball and scored on 
Ingham's hit to right. Trinity, to make the game safe, made two runs in 
her half. Eaton reached first on a scratch hit, but was forced at second by 
Barton. Mann singled, Barton taking second, both moved up a base on 
Hunt's wild pitch, and scored on Henderson's sharp hit to right. Neither 
scored in the sixth. In the seventh Goodrdge gave his only base on balls, 
btit the next three men were out on good fielding plays. Trinity got her 
last run in the seventh. Maddox singled, stole second, but was thrown 
out trying for third while Barton was striking out. Mann made his fourth 
hit of the game doubling to ri g ht, and scored on 0'Hearn's failure to 
handle Goodridge's hit. Amherst got two runs in the first half of the 
ninth on three singles and slow fielding play. 
TRINITY. AB. R. lB. P.O. A. E. MASSACHUSETTS. AB. R. lB. P.O. A. E. 
Barton, c. f .......... 4 1 0 3 0 0 Cook, c ................ 5 0 1 6 2 0 
Mann, s.s ............ 4 4 4 3 2 0 O'Hearn, s. s ....... 5 0 0 2 2 3 
GoQliridge, p ....... 4 0 1 0 5 0 Ahearn, 3b .......... 4 0 2 3 3 0 
Henderson, c ....... 4 0 1 2 3 0 Hunt, p ............... 4 0 2 1 2 0 
Brigham, 1 b ........ 4 0 1 14 2 1 Paul, lb .............. 4 1 1 8 0 0 
Allen, 2b .............. 4 0 0 3 4 0 Hanigan, c. f ........ 3 1 1 0 0 0 
Clement, 1. f ......... 4 0 1 1 0 0 Gregg, 2b ............ 4 1 2 2 1 0 
Syphax, 3b .......... 4 0 1 1 0 2 Brooks, 1. f.. ........ 4 0 0 0 1 0 
·Maddox, r. f.. ...... 1 0 1 0 0 0 Ingham, r. f ......... 4 0 1 '> 3 0 
Eaton, r. f ............ 2 0 1 0 0 0 
Totals .............. 35 5 1 27 16 3 Totals .............. 37 3 10 24 12 3 
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SCORE BY INNINGS. 
Trinity ......... ................................................ 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 · x-5 
M assachusetts ............................................. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2-3 
T w o-bac:e hits-Mann 2, Goodridge. Bases stolen- Maddox, Gregg. Base on 
b a ll s-by Goodridge. Struck out-by Goodridge 2, by Hunt 5 . Wild pitch-Hunt. 
Pas~ed ba ll-Henderson. Double play-Ingham to Cook to 0' Hearn. Time of game-
1 hour 4 5 minutes. Umpire-Beecher. 
TRINITY 18-HARTFORD THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL 7 
Thursday, May 13, Trinity defeated the Hartford Theologs in hollow 
style, 18-7. During the game about everything was shown but baseball. 
Trinity seemed to be in a trance and acted as though all they had to do was 
to stand in their positions in order to win. The only thing that can be said 
in commendation of the playing of the "Theologs," is that they worked 
hard. The only play of the game worth mentioning was a good rtinn"ing 
catch made by Wheeler in the sixth inning. 
Trinity quickly disposed of the "Theologs" in the first inning, and 
scored five runs in her half on three hits, three errors and a base on balls. 
Hartford surpris~d everyone as well as themselves by scoring six times in 
the second. They did this through the lady-like pitching of Mann, and 
the rapid work of the fielders in getting out of the way of the ball, four 
errors being made in this inning. Trinity scored one in her time at bat. 
The "Theologs" forged ahead again in the next inning, getting one run. 
This was the last they were allowed. Trinity was blanked in the third and 
fourth, tied the score in the fifth, and in the sixth the awakening came, 
Trinity getting her true stride and leaving the "Theologs" hopelessly in 
the rear. Whep the mix-up of the sixth inning was straightened out, it 
was found that fourteen men had gone to bat and eleven of them had 
journeyed all around the bases, making the score 18-7. Trinity quickly 
stopped whatever ideas the Hartfords may have had of tying the score, by 
putting them out one, two, three order in the next inning,and as everyone was 
satisfied that Trinity could play when she wanted to, the game was called. 
TRINITY. AB. R. 1B. P.O. A. E. HARTFORDT,S. AB. R. 1B. P.O. A. E. 
Barton, c. f....... ... 2 2 1 0 0 0 Hill, p......... ...... ... 4 1 1 1 2 1 
Mann, p .............. 4 4 1 0 3 0 Seabury, 2b ......... 4 0 1 1 2 0 
Goodridge, lb ..... 5 3 2 7 0 1 Barker, c ............. 4 0 0 9 2 2 
Henderson, c ....... 5 3 1 7 0 0 Butterfield, c. f.. .. 4 0 0 0 0 1 
Allen, 2b .............. 4 2 1 1 1 O Stanley, s. s ......... 4 1 3 0 1 1 
Clement, 1. f ......... 4 2 2 2 0 1 Wolcott, 3b ......... 4 2 1 1 2 2 
Syphax, 3b.......... 5 2 O 2 O 1 Lovell, 1 b............ 3 1 o 5 2 1 
Maddox,s.s ......... 3 1 0 0 3 1 Yarrow, J. f ......... 2 1 1 0 0 3 
Wheeler, r. f.. ....... 4 0 0 2 0 0 Berg, r. f.. ............ 3 1 2 1 0 0 
Totals .............. 36 18 8 21 7 4 Totals .............. 32 7 8 18 11 11 
SCORE BY INNINGS. 
Trinity ...................................................................... 5 1 0 0 1 11 x-18 
Hartford T. S ............................................................. O 6 1 O O O 0- 7 
Bases stolen-Trinity 9, Hartford T. S. 3. Bases on balls-by Mann 1, by Hill 7. 
Struck out-by Mann 5, by Hill 8. Passed balls-by Henderson 1, by Barker 1. Wild 
pitch-Hill. Umpire-Mr. Flynn. 
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Du AL TRACK MEET 
Trinity was defeated by Wesleyan on Andrus Field, Middletown, 
Saturday, May 10, by the close score of 70-64. The track was very slow 
and only one track record was broken. In the field events, W. Johnson 
pushed the shot out two feet further than the record. 
The Trinity men who won their" T," were Merriam and vValker, and 
Randle and Duffee won their ATA's. 
Trinity's old Hoodoo proved to be in very good working order, for up 
to the last three events Trinity looked to be the winner. But VVesleyan 
captured all three places in the two mile, Lorenz not finishin·g. 
Trinity showed up strongly in the sprints and weight events, while 
Wesleyan excelled in the distance runs. vValker ran well in the 120-yard 
hurdles, breaking the college record. Captain Rankin won the 100 and 
440-yard dashes, and took second in the 220. 
The bicycle race was held in Hartford on Friday, Merriam taking first 
and Randle third. 
The finish of the meet was very exciting as in the last event, the 220-
yard hurdles, Trinity needed first and second and Wesleyan needed second 
place to win, Martin and Duffee ran a very close race, but Martin won 
out, giving the meet to Wesleyan. 
The officials: - Referee, G. W. Klett; judges, Profes~ors Nicholson, 
Paton and Buckley; timers, Professors Dodge, Bryan and McCoy; clerk 
of course, Mr. Marvel; starter, M. E. Coughlin: announcer, C.H. \Vheeler. 
100-yard dash, (first trial) won by Rankin, Trinity; Shouk, Wesleyan, 
second; time 10 3-5 seconds. (Second trial) won by Bagg, Wesleyan; 
Tuke, Trinity, second; time 10 3-5 seconds, (Final heat) won by Rankin, 
Trinity; Bagg, Wesleyan, second; Tuke, Trinity, third; time 10 2-5 
seconds. 
Mile run, won by Guernsey, Wesleyan; Loring, Trinity, second; Betts, 
Wesleyan, third ;1 time 4 minutes 52 2-5 seconds. 
120-yard hurdles ( first heat) won by Martin, Wesleyan; Crane, Trin-
ity, second; time 19 1-5 seconds, (Second trial) won by Walker, Trinity; 
Corscaden, Wesleyan, second; time 18 2-5 seconds. (Final heat) won by 
Walker, Trinity; Corscaden, vVesleyan, second; Martin, Wesleyan, third; 
time 17 1-5 seconds. 
440-yard dash, won by Rankin, Trinity ; Bagg, Wesleyan, second ; 
Becker, Wesleyan, third ; time 54 2-5 seconds. 
220-yard dash ( first trial) won by Tuke, Trinity; Shouk, Wesleyan, 
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second; time 24 3-5 seconds. (Second trial) won · by Rankin Trinity; 
Bagg, Wesleyan, second; time 241-5 seconds. (Finalheat) won by Bagg, 
Wesleyan; Rankin, second; Shouk, Wesleyan, third; Time 23 3-5 seconds. 
880-yard run, won by Betts, Wesleyan; Guernsey, Wesleyan, secon?; 
Nixon, Wesleyan, third; time 2 minutes 13 1-5 seconds. 
220-yard hurdles ( first trial) won by Martin, Wesleyan; Duffee, Trin-
ity, second; time 29 2-5 seconds. (Second tria1) won by Syphax, Trinity; 
Walker, Trinity, second; time 29 2-5 seconds. (Final heat) won by Mar-
tin, Wesleyan; Duffee, Trinity, second; time 28 1-5 seconds. 
2-mile run, won by Meeker, vVesleyan; Guernsey, Wesleyan, second; 
Rice, Wesleyan, third; time 11 minutes 20 1-5 seconds. 
2-mile bicycle, won by Y.lerriam, Trinity; Van Surdam, Wesleyan, 
second; Randall, Trinity, third; time 6 minutes 28 4-5 seconds. 
Running high jump, won by Van Weelden, Trinity; Neeld, Wesleyan, 
second; Nixon, Wesleyan, third; height 5 feet 4 1-2 inches. 
Putting 161b. shot, won by W. Johnson, Trinity; Corscaden, Wesleyan, 
second; Mc] ohnson, Trinity; third; Distance 3'7 feet 2 inches, 
Pole vault, won by Eyster, Wesleyan; Fletcher, Wesleyan, second; 
Merriam, Trinity, third; height 9 feet 8 1-2 inches. 
Running broad jump, won by Van Weelden, Trinity; Duffee, Trinity, 
second; Nixon, ·vvesleyan, third; distance 21feet41-2 inches. 
Throwing 161b. hammer, won by Hill, Trinity; W. Johnson, Trinity, 
second; Agard, Wesleyan, third; Distance, 100 feet 3 1-2 inches. 
Throwing discus, won by Henderson, Trinity; Corscaden, Wesleyan, 
second; Inglis, Wesleyan, third; distance 9'7 feet 3 inches. 
Trinity, 
Wesleyan, 
1st. 2nd. 3rd. 
45 15 4 
30 30 10 
INTERCOLLEGIATE NOTES 
Total. 
64 
'70 
HARV ARD won the intercollegiate strength test this year with Co-
lumbia second. Tyng, of Harvard, was the strongest man. He 
broke all previous college records. 
The students of Wabash College recently locked up. the president of the 
institution because he did not grant them a holiday on founder's day. All 
classes were broken up besides. 
The ·American college chess team, consisting of players from Yale, Har-
vard, Columbia and Princeton, has won for the first time in history the 
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international intercollegiate cable chess matches. The British contestants 
were from Oxford and Cambridge, 
Dr. "William J. Tucker is about finishing the first decade of his presi-
dency of Dartmouth College. When he took charge there were 458 stu-
dents, and at present the number is over 1,400. Over $1,500,000 has been 
received in endowments. 
By the will of the late Cecil Rhodes, scholarships at Oxford have been 
endowed for two Americans from each state in the union. The will of Mr. 
Rhodes also· provides for five scholarships for students of German birth, at 
Oxford, to be nominated by the Emperor William. 
Yale, Harvard and the University of Pennsylvania are now tied for the 
permanent possession of the intercollegiate cup, which goes to the college 
winning it the greatest number of times in fourteen years. A great deal of 
interest is felt in the intercollegiate track m~ets of the next two years. - E x. 
The University of Minnesota has a fund of $50,000, which is used for 
the benefit of needy students.-Ex. 
There . is a concerted movement on foot among the Michigan universi-
ties to do away with football.-Ex. 
Calculations made by the registrar show that the New York University 
has granted since 1831 a total of 17,488 degrees. In the number of her 
alumni the university ranks fifth among American colleges, being preceded 
by Harvard, Yale, Pennsylvania and Columbia, in the order named.-Ex. 
In the University of Pennsylvania there are fifty-three active students ' 
clubs, thirty-three fraternities, and numerous general uni versity athletic 
and sporting associations.-Ex. 
Harvard will take part in eighty-five athletic events during April, May, 
and June. There are teams in shooting, rowing, cricket, lacrosse, golf, 
track athletics and baseball.-Ex. 
Harvard, Pennsylvania, Yale and Princeton have never had a fatal 
accident happen to any of their football players.-Ex . 
Complaints of professionalism are coming in fast these days. Meyer 
Prinstein, of Syracuse, holder of the American broad jump record, has 
been suspended by the A. A. V., and Drill, Georgetown's catcher, has been 
suspended by the athletic committee for taking part in a professional game. 
The Senior law class at the University of Wisconsin has adopted linen 
dus_ters and straw hats instead of the time-honored cap and gown.-Ex . 
COMMUN I CA TIO NS 
To the Editor of the Tablet: 
In you last issue, among the personals, I noticed an error. '60-
J. Clarence Cady, should have read '60-J. Cleveland Cady. The name 
is well known in the outside world and should be well known to the Trin-
ity undergraduate. 
The architect of the Metropolitan Opera House needs no monument, 
but we can point to ten buildings at Yale, two at Williams, one at Wes-
leyan, the Museum of Natural History, the Presbyterian and New York 
Hospitals, the Gallatin Bank, St. Andrews and Grace M. E. Churches, and 
say these are a tenth part only of the work of a Trinity man. 
Yours truly, F.G.H. 
.. 
To the Editor of the Tablet: May 11, 1902. 
It is easy, I know, for an alumnus to find fault with undergraduate 
affairs, but I trust I shall be forgiven if I express a sentiment which is 
practically that of the entire alumni body. It is this: that there is a crying 
need for a Press Club at Trinity. 
I believe that Trinity and Wesleyan met in a dual meet at Middletown, 
yesterday morning, May 10. I did not derive this information from a 
newspaper, for Trinity affairs seldom get into the papers any more. I 
learned it casually. Upon picking up my paper this morning, I looked in 
vain for even the barest outline of the dual meet. I went through every 
New York paper from beginning to end, yet could not find even the score 
of the meet. There were half-column accounts of the Princeton -Amherst 
meet, the Yale-California meet, the interscholastic meet, and the inter-
class games of C. C. N . .Y .-but not a word about the great annual strug-
gle of the two closest rivals among the New England colleges! 
I have yet to learn how the meet came out- and there are are others 
who are patiently waiting. They are ;wondering why at least one man 
could not have wired the Associated Press that the score was- whatever 
it was. 
In my day at Trinity we had a live, hustling Press Association, and the 
New York and other Eastern papers were glad to print full accounts of our 
athletic contests, as well as gossip of the teams, college notes, etc. The 
beneficial effect was marked-there was an increase in the size of the fresh-
man class every successive fall, and the alumni were brought into closer 
touch with the ~llege. In fact, the outside world learned that there really 
was a college called Trinity-a first class college, and not a divinity school 
as they had supposed. 
✓ 
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The general impression that a Press Club implies a lot of hard work is 
erroneous. If the Club is properly managed and the members show any 
spirit at all, everything should go easily. By dividing up the work among 
a number of students who will devote a few minutes to it once a week, it 
will be very easy to keep the college well before the public. 
Get a little life into the place, and start an energetic Press Club! Let 
us hear from Ti:inity once in a while! Meanwhile, anyone who knows the 
score of the dual meet will please communicate at once with 
An Interested Alumn us. 
A COMMUNICATION TO THE ALUMNI 
IT is the desire of the present football management to speak to the 
great body of the alumni, through the TABLET, concerning the efforts now 
being put forth to adopt a uniform system for the government of the football 
team; and the desire that hereafter the alumni shall have something to say 
in regard to the same, both directly and indirectly. 
We have felt that, of all men, you are the ones most interested in the 
welfare of the college and its various organizations. Prominent among 
these is the football team. We know that, generally, it is a pleasure to 
receive from the whole undergraduate by an invitation to come back to the 
old place, and spend at least a few days. Therefore we at first secured as 
coach for next season's team, a graduate football player, Mr. F. S. Bacon, 
'99, and we believe that under his supervision vre shall have a successful 
season. Secondly, we invite you in our own name, in that of the coach, 
and of the college, to come back in the fall and help out in the work of de-
veloping a team. And should it be impossible for you to come, any sug-
gestion or profitable advice in regard to anything football will be sincerely 
appreciated. So we extend to you a hearty invitation to return in the fall 
and help in the new movement which is being undertaken. 
THE STROLLER 
WELL, we all have our troubles, but about this time of the year, THE 
STROLLER thinks that the members of the senior class have cornered 
the market. As Spring, with its balmy winds (long "i "), and bright 
flowers, comes to gladden the heart of man, everyone feels a vague desire 
to get out and "take it easy," but for the senior this cannot be, For him 
it is a matter of but a few short weeks when he must leave "the ivy-clad 
walls of his alma mater," and get out and hustle. But just now his troubles 
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are of a different nature. Some have one kind and some another, but they 
are all troubles. Some have the fee for their diplomas but are doubtful 
about the diplomas. Others are sure about the diplomas, but are doubtful 
about the money. So it goes. The president of the class is kept busy 
arranging his share of the program, and is in no way elated when he finds 
that he has sent the contract for the class day "prom" to his maiden aunt, 
and an invitation to the aforesaid ''prom'' to the caterer. The statistician 
is busy collecting facts about his classmates, and after careful (?)calculation 
finds that the combined weight of the !11en is 9,000 pounds, and the average 
height four feet, three inches. Many of the replies to his questions are 
confusing, as for instance when a man states that he is a "buffalo" when 
asked what is his religion. Then there is the historian, who must get 
t ogether a series of statements that sound like a volume of French history. 
The dramatics furnish quite a little worry also. It is hard to teach a foot-
ball captain to impersonate a female, and this becomes even harder when 
his first attempt at fainting tears out most of one side of the stage. Strange 
s)unds are heard on every side. Stand for a moment below an open win-
d:>w some evening: and you will begin to think that Bryan is going to run 
again, but it is only a class day orator practicing. The class treasurer finds 
that he will need at least one book-keeper, and even then his experience in 
this capacity will cost him at least seven dollars. There seems to be an air 
of preparation about everything. The grass is being cut ( recitations like-
wise); committees are holding meetings; appeals for another appropriation 
are being sent home; and Adams is holding rehearsals in front of Northam. 
In fact, there seems to be a little touch of the "strenuous life" prevalent. 
But there is one thing which does much to offset this strain, and that is on 
Sunday morning when the graduating class comes down the walk in aca-
demic garb. '' Solomon in all his glory '' would almost be true, if we did 
not suspect that some were only "whited sepulchers," which concealed a 
hasty toilet, due to a defective alarm clock. However, it will all be over 
soon, and then the last sad farewells will be said, the !ooms closed, the 
campus deserted, and another class will have gone forth to fight the battle 
of life, by spending three months at a summer resort. 
" 
PERSONAL 
'32-A portrait of the late Rev. Dr. E. E. BEARDSLEY has been presented 
by his daughter to the New Haven Historical Society, of which he was 
for m!rny years President. 
'72-The Rev. GEORGE W. WEST has accepted, the head-mastership of 
Warfield College School, Maryland. 
'73-The Rev. FREDERICK 0. GRANNIS has resigned the rectorship of St. 
Paul's Church, Richmond, Ind. 
'79-SYDNEY G. FISHER recently completed his course of lectures on Con-
stitutional Law before the Seniors. 
'89-The address ot the Rev. FRANCIS G. WILLIAMS is changed to Ash-
land, Wis. 
'90-WILLIAM H. C. PYNCHON, Lecturer in Geology, has been giving a 
series of lectures at the college during the week of May 12. 
'02-The Rev. STEPHEN How ARD ALLING has been elected Rector of St. 
Peter's Church, Danville, N. Y. 
'93-The Rev. CHARLES JuDD and the Rev. PERCIVAL M. Woon, '97, 
have received the degree of Bachelor of Divinity from the General 
Theological Seminary. 
'94-W ALTER S. SCHUTZ has been elected assistant treasurer of the college. 
'95-Married in Hartford, May 10, GEORGE EDWIN HAMLIN and Miss 
Elizabeth May Woodworth. 
'98-At the recent Commencement of the General Theological Seminary, 
PHILIP CooK was one of the two appointed speakers from the grad-
uating class. His subject was the "Duty of the Church to Our Own 
People." 
'99-ORROK PAUL CoLLOQ..UE has moved from Oxford, N, Y, to Sewaren, 
N. J. 
'00-MosEs JAM.ES BRINES should be addressed at 601-2 Carnegie Hall, 
New York City, Mr. Brines has leftthechoirof the Broadway Taber-
nacle, and is once more with the West End Presbyterian Church, 105th 
St. and Amsterdam Ave. 
'01-HARRY HAMILTON CocHRANE is assistant superintendent of the Union 
Electric Light and Power Co., Unionville, Conn. 
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'01-JAMES MosGROVE HUDSON is in the brokerage business with the firm 
of Wm. Cossitt Cone & Co., 44 Broad St., New York City. 
-FRANCIS RAYMOND STURTEVANT is studying in the English Depart-
ment of the Harvard Graduate School, his work being almost entirely 
in the Middle English and Elizabethan periods. Mr. Sturtevant 
should be address~d at 1697 Cambridge St., Cambridge, Mass. 
-MARTIN WITHINGTON CLEMENT is in the Engineering Department 
of the Pennsylvania R. R. His address is Principal Assistant En-
gineer's Office, P.R. R., Jersey City, N. J. 
-RICHARD EUGENE PECK is taking the three years' course in the Yale 
Law School in two years. Mr. Peck's address is 911 ~airfield Ave., 
Bridgeport, Conn. 
- JAMES ALBERT WALES is the author of a series of stories entitled 
"Tales of the Perseverance Club,'' which has been published every 
two weeks in the Sunday edition of the New York Herald since Jan-
uary 26, and will continue through the summer, prior to their publica-
tion in book form. He has illustrated several of the stories himself. 
The series is also being used by a syndicate of one hundred and three 
Sunday papers having a total circulation of 8,424,000 copies. 
-Students at the General Theological Seminary, New York City, 
should be addressed during the summer as follows: Augustine H. W. 
Anderson, 9 Clark St., Providence, R. I.; George Graham Burbanck, 
Box 27, Thompkinsville, New York City; Aubrey Henry Derby, 
174 Ocean Ave., Greenville, Jersey City, N. J,; Arthur Paul Kelley, 
807 Hamilton Ave., Trenton, N. J.; Frank Stephen Morehouse, 
South Kent, Conn. 
NECROLOGY 
STEPHEN HoLBROOKE, a graduate of the class of 186'7, a successful 
business man of Tacoma, Washington, died in Oswego, New York, on the 
22d of April, in the 56th year of his age. 
JAMES DAYTON GALLAGER, of the class of 1895, died at Colorado 
Springs, April 1, 1901. He was a physician at the time of his death and 
a graduate of Johns Hopkins. 
EXCHANGES 
THE "Exchange" editor sperit some time in going over the under-
graduate publications which have come to hand since our last issue in 
search of material evidence of inspiration. But he was disappointed. It 
would seem as though the fertilizing influence of this germinant period of 
the year had failed to awaken into active life any new cells of lite~ary 
genius. Now a cell is a very minute and delicate organism; it will thrive 
only under certain favorable conditions peculiar to itself, and our impres-
sion is that literary germs more often than not come into public existence 
by mere chance. In our own limited field of view we are able to perceive 
several illustrations which confirm this opinion. Not enough influence is 
brought to bear upon the untried material which lies all about us to over-
come the inertia attendant u·po,n a good start in literary work. It requires 
a good deal tact to refuse a first contri'bution and at the same time make the 
youthful writer feel that success depends only upon a short period of earn-
est application on his part. But this is what the editorial .staff of every 
college publication should strive to do in order that their places may be well 
and efficiently filled and the worth of their paper increased. "As the twig 
is bent, so is the tree inclined," and our endeavors to encour~ge and in-
terest new men ought to begin early and never cease. 
TIFFANY & CO. -·· .. , ~ 
Diamond and--
· JYtiignT and 
Gem Merchants Estimatu for 
Gold and Silver; Class-- f?ings 
. Smiths Stationers Fraternity Pins Class Cups" --
and Dealers 
in · Artistic Heraldic Engrnving-s •'• ... Book Plates 
Merchandise Etc, Etc. . J \ 
CORRESPONDENCE 
INVITED . UNION SQUARE _,/ 
NEW YORK . _, ~ .I'" • ., • • ...-,: · • 
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"THE LEADING FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA.'" 
.,:., ..... 
Incorporated 1819. 
Cash Capital, 
Cash Assets, 
Total Liabilities, . 
. $4,000,000.00 
• 14,071,948.37 
4,410,877 .So 
Charter Perpet11al. 
Net Surplus, . . . $5,661,070.57 
Surplus as to Policy Holders, 9,661,070.57 
Losses Paid in 83 Years, 90,931,965._36 
'W'M. B. OLA.BX, Pree:i.de:c. t. 
E. 0. WEEKS, Vice-Prea't. W. H. KING, Secretarr. 
A". C. ADAMS, HENRY E. REES, Assistant Secretaries. 
W&STlUlN' BRANCH, j KKKLKR & GALLAGHKI., Gen'l A"'ents. 413 Vine St., Cincinnati, 0. ( ., 
NoRTHWSSTEllN BllANCH, j Ww. H. WYMAN, Gen'l Agent. 
Omaha, Neb. ( W. P. HA1t.Fo1.o, Ass't Gen'l Agent. 
PACIFIC BRANCH, San Francisco, Cal. { BOARDMAN & SPENCER., } General _Aienta. 
lMLAND MAllINK DEPARTMENT. j CHICAGO, ILLS., 145 LaSalle St. BOSTON, <;5 Kilb:, St. ( Nxw You:, 52 William St. PHILADELPHIA, 229 Walnut St. 
Hartford 
Theological Seminary 
Open to all College Graduates of all 
Denominations on Equal T enns 
Thorough Training 
Ample Equipment 
Spec!al Courses in Missions and Religious 
Pedagogy . 
Apply to Pt'Of essor Jacobus 
THE 
lEtna National Bank 
OF HARTFORD. 
CAPITAL, SURPLUS A.ND PRO:PIT9. 
$525,000.00 $470,000.00 
DEPOSITS, 
$3,000,000.00 
BANKING HOUSE: 644, 646, 648 MAIN !STR.B.ff, 
JEtna Life building, next door to Public Library. 
OFFICERS. 
A. SPENCER, JR., President. 
A. R. HILL YER, Vice-President. 
W. D. MORGAN, Cashier. 
DIRECTORS. 
HON. LEVERETT BRAINARD, 
President Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co. ; ex-
Mayor of City of Hartford. 
HON. MORGAN G. BULKELEY 
President .tEtna Life Insurance Company; ·ex. 
Governor State of Connecticut. 
APPLETON R. HILLYER, JAMES B. CONS, 
Vice-President. Hartford. 
ALFRED SPENCER, JR., President. 
This bank offers to depositors every facility which 
their balances, business and responsibility warrant. 
Safe deposit boxes for rent. London drafta and 
letters of credit issued. 
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'rhorough i~spectio~s , a~d insuran~e ~ ag~,inst .·Loss or Damage to Property and Lose 
.. 
of Life and Injury to Persons caused by 
J.M. ALLEN, Preeident. J. B. PIERCE, Secretary. 
WM. B. FRANKLIN, Vice-President. L. B. BRAINERD, Trea.sur~r, 
F. B. ALLEN, Second Vice-President. L. F. MIDDLEBROOK. Asst. Secretary. 
PHOENIX FIRE INSURANCE CO., 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
STATEMENT, JANUARY 1, 
CASH CAPrr AL, 
RESERVE FOR OUTSTANDING LOSSES, 
~ESERVE FOR RE-INSURANCE, 
NET SURPLUS, 
TOTAL ASSETS, JANUARY 1 1900, 
Charles M. Beach, 
Pliny Jewell, 
Henry A. Redfield, 
. Heni·y K. Morgan, 
--:::0:IE.ECTOBS.--
Charles H. Smith, 
Lyman B. Jewell, 
Henry C. Dwight, 
Ward W. Jacobs, 
I 900. 
$2,000,000.00 
271,196.53 
2,029,575.53 
1,222,877.58 
$5,523,649.70 
D. W. C. Skilton, 
J. H. Mitchell, 
Charles H. Northam, 
John H. Hall. 
D., W. C., SKILTON, President. 
EDWARD MILLIGAN, Secretary. 
J. H. MITCHELL, Vice-President,. 
JOHN B. KNox, Assistant Secretary. 
DICKJNSON, BEARDSLEY & BEARDSLEY, Local Agents, 
Ol'l'ICES : 66 Pearl St. and 664 Ka.in Bt. 
I 
The BOSTON OARTER is the Standard for Oentlemen. 
. 
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HEADQUARTERS FOR ALUMNI. 
The Parsons Theatre Cafe and Restaurant, 
.. 
J. B. RYAN, PROPRIETOR, formerly proprietor of the Elm Tree Inn, Farmington. 
RAREBITS. GAM.E. OYSTERS. STEAKS AND CHOPS. PIE:i:, BEER. 
.. 
Private Dining Rooms for Suppers. lar Special attention given to Banquets and Bachelor Dinners . 
.... .. _ .. 
. ,THE NEAL, G .oFF & ll'iGLIS Co., 
g7e to Q88 Main Street, 
-SELL-
Furniture, Rugs, Pictures and Frames 
FOR COLLEGE ROOMS. 
Also COUCH COVERS AND PILLOWS, MATTRESSES, Etc. 
H. R. WARNER. F. C. DAVlS. 
The. Geeley Clothing Company, 
RETAILERS OF 
Jra.shiona6le Clolh_es /'or 91/en. 
27 ASYLUM STREET. HARTFORD, CONN. 
SPORTING 
-GOODS ~ 
Athletic Supplies. 
FOOT BALL, 
BASE BALL, 
AND GOLF GOODS. 
:Guns and Ammunition. 
The AJD~US & fiAEOEhE Co. 
272 Asylum Street. 
JOHN ,- ¥~ GAtLUP & CO., 
DEALERS JN 
Pianos, Organs, & Musical Merchandise. 
Best Stock. Lowest Prices. 
201 ASYLUM ST., cor. Haynes, Hartford, Conn. 
G l[[o TT 'SM~:r:~n~~r: rna-303, 404, ~ «lt E. F., e()l B. F. 
THE STANDARD PENS OF THE WORLD. 
Stub Polnt•-1008, 1071, t<MlS. PENS For Vertloal Wrltln&• 1CM5 , 
(Vertlcular), 1CM6 (Vertlgraph), 
lCM7 (lllultilcrlpt), 1065, 1006, 1067. 
Court.Hou•• 8erlN•1064, 1065, 1006, and ot.ben. 
tilLLOTT'S PENS, 
THB MOST PERFECT OF PJtNS, 
OAINEDTHE 
uCRAND PRIX,'' 
Paris Exposition, 1900. 
Thia ls t.be Highest Prue ever A. warded to Pe111o 
HARRY HAWKSWORTH, 
Dealer in 
~Wines, Liquors, Ales, Lager Beer,• 
Cigars, Etc. . English Ale on Draught. 
111 Main Street, 330 Main St., Charter Oak Corner, 
Hartford, Conn. 
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DIEGES & . CL UST 
"IF WE MADE IT, IT'S RIGHT." 
Official 
Jewelers 
of the 
Leading 
Colleges 
Schools and 
Associations 
P'tUITEIINITY P'IN• 
IIEOAL• 
011 ... , £TO. 
WATCHES 
DIAMONDS 
,itWELIIY 
25 JOHN STREET 
NEW YORK 
TRINITY COLLEGE 
· HAIR CUTTER, 
J. G. Mf\RCH, 
No. 9 .lsylum Street, Hartford. 
. P. L. REILLY, 
HUDSON ST. HACK AND LIVERY STABLE 
678 Main Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Boston University Law School 
Over 30 Instructors and 400 Students 
Opens October 1, 1902. 
Send for Leaflet : '' Where to Study Law.'' 
SAMUEL C. BENNETT, Dean. 
D. F. BURNS, 
Dealer in 
0-roceries, neats and Fish, 
A full assortment of Bakery Supplies, 
· ma.de solely by myself. 
304: -310 Park Street, Hartford. 
CONNECTICUT TRUST AND SAFE 
DEPOSIT COMPANY, 
Corner of Main and Pearl Streets. 
Capital, •100,000. Surplus, $200,000 . 
BANKING BUSINESS. 
Conducts a General Banking Business. Ac-
counts opened and Deposits received subject to 
check at sight. Accounts solicited. Also 
SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT. 
The most capacious and impregnable in the 
City. 1000 safe boxes for rent at from $10 to 
$100 per annum, according to size. 
TRUST DEPARTMENT. 
Is authorized by its charter to act as Trustee 
for individuals and corporations, Executor or 
Administrator of estates, Guardian of minors, etc. 
Meigs H . Whaples, President. 
Henry S. Robinson, Secretary. 
John P. Wheeler, Treasurer. 
Hosmer P. Redfield, Aai.'t TreuurCI' 
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The Connecticut Mutual 
Life Insurance Company. 
1846-1001. 
WHERE THE CONNECTICUT MUTUAL STANDS. 
Amid the many schemes devised to attract public 
attention and favor to something else than life 
insurance, the.attitude and position of the Connecticut 
Mutual has never been doubtful. 
It has held to the cardinal facts: Life insurance 
is for the prcotection of those dependent on a man's 
life; their dependence make it his unavoidable duty. 
Those dependents we assume to protect by our con-
tract, at his personal cost; our duty to them is to 
:µiake that protection as large, as secure, and as 
certainly available to them as possible; our duty to 
him is to make its cost to him ass.mall as possible. 
JACOB L. GREENE, Pres't. 
JOHN M, TAYLOR, V.-Pre.a't. 
HERBERT H. WHlTE, Sec'y. 
DANI6:L U. WELLS, Actuary 
Hartford 
Woven Wire Mattress Company 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
Woven Wire and Link Mattresses, Metallic 
Bedsteads (plain and ornamental), Fold-
ing Cribs and Co~s, Wire Door Mats, Wire 
Window Guards, Grill Work for Offices.1 
Also manufacturers of Aseptic Furniture and Hos-
pital and Institution Supplies of all descriptions. 
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, Hartford, Coaa, 
618 Capitol Avenue. P. 0. Box 363. 
1Ranball. 
••Photographer,•• 
// !l'rall dlrt1t1I~ · .Harll'ortl Conn 
Highest Awards in United States and Europe. 
College Work a Spccialt.r 
FOR FURNITURE 
-SEE-
SEIDLER & MAY, 
Nos. 306 to 318 Pearl Street. 
DESKS, BOOKCASES, EASY CHAIRS, 
Wht'te Enamel Beds, Mattresses, &c. 
PRICES RIGHT.' 
R. S. PECK &· CO., . 
Printers and .Engravers. 
College Printers. .Mercantile Printer•. 
Printers for any one who uses first-class 
high grade work. 
26 and 28 HIGH STREET. 
HENRY ANTZ, 
FIRST-CLASS 
3{ a1 r ~ress 1 ng E,oom, 
27 "Pea.rl Street, 3{a.rlford, G:einn.. 
"HARTFORD LINE." 
DAILY SERVICE. 
Leave Pier 24, East River, New York, and too• ot State 
Street, Hartford, Daily, except Sunday, 
AT 5.00 P. JC. 
stoppini at Intermediate Landings on the Connecticut River. 
SPEOIAL NOTICE.-From October 15th, until close of 
navigation Steamers will Leave Harit'ord 
AT 4.00 P. JC. 
W. C. MASON & ,CO . . 
Successors to J. J. Poole & Co. ' 
~ ·. ·; HARD AND SOFT WOOD ! . ·. f 
COAL; . 
Best Quality Lehigh (Sugar Loaf) and Lackawanna for 
Domeatic Purpoaea. 
Office: 7 46 Main St., Tru_st Co.'s Buildin~. 
HELP THOSE WHO HELP US-PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS. 
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THE TRAVELERS 
Insurance Company, 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
,~hartued 1863. (~tock.) Life, Accident and 
Employers Liability Insurance. 
Its Assets Exceed Thirty-two Millions. 
The Oldest Accident Company in America 
apd the Most Successful in the World. 
It it> also one of the t.argest Life Insurance 
Companies ·in America. 
It is doing a Larger Business to-day 
· than Ever Before. 
If you want the Best you can buy it of 
The Travelers of Hartford. 
It has paid to Policy-holders since 1864 
Over Forty-four Million Dollars. 
.}A 
WRITES LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH 
·AND LIABILITY CONTRACTS. 
.}A 
SYL VF.sTER C. DUNHAM, President. 
JOHN E. MORRIS, Sec'y. H. J. llESSENGER, Actuary. 
J.B. LEWIS, JI. D., lledical Direct.or and Adjl18ter. 
E. V. PRESTON, Gen'l llgr. of Agencies. 
' IIOHRT J. 'ALLYN, PaoP. 
JOHN J. DAHILL, MAIIMIA, 
AMERICAN AND 
EUROPEAN PLANS. 
Located in the busi-
ness center, corner of 
Asylum and Trumbull 
Streets. Electric cars 
pass the door every 
two minutes. Hotel 
Electric Bus meets all 
trains. 
American Plan, $3 to 
to $5 per day. Euro-
pean Plan, $1.50 to $3 
per day. 
TOij.1\CCO J.1\~S 
AND 
.1\SH T~.1\ YS Decorated with 
Fraternity Emblems 
at Fta11k Crygiet'~ Cigat Sto1'e, 
248 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
THE AJTNA 
INDEMNITY COMPANY, 
Oreanlzed, Marcb, 1197. 
SURETY BONDS. 
. 1'hla 'Company ISSUES INDEMNITY BONDS conrln~ the 
honesty of officer• and em1>loye11 of Ba11k1. lnaurance, Rallroe.d. 
::s~:~;!~~T1~h~~~i>Jr~~ir:.~t:n~~r·!·~~8}~r!~~:~1~e:a ~:i!~~,~~~~·~;~! 
11g1rk/~·bimio ~~ts xwi0i N ~~:; A'ilm~~eldr ~!mfn~ir~tof~ 
Co111ervatora, Executors, Gu1udtana, TruateP.&, A111gneee, Receivers, 
!f.~~,~i!:~:r~t~~!~il~~~~:~1!~~\fJ:~~!:~:~: 3f;ic,u:~t;r i~~t~~~!:: 
SEND FOR APPLICATION FORMS. 
Hoirn OFFICE: 650 MAIN STREET, HARTFORD, CONN. 
Qifyarfrr ~aft ~arbrr iSfyop, 
JOHN F. SHUL THIF.SS, Proprietor. 
Corner Asylum and Trumbull Streets, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
THOMAS J. SINNOTT, 
Practical' Plumber and Gasfitter 
Steam and Hot Water Heating. 
Estimates furnished on application. 
248 PARK STREET, HARTFORD, CONN . 
Telephone Call 4:2tH>. 
THE 
Empire Steam Laundry 
-ISA-
GOOD WORK LA lJNDRY and a. QUICK WORK LAUNDRY 
Agency at Trinity College Store. 
W. E. FANNING, Proprietor. 
Office, 32 Pratt Street. 
Works, 286, 288, 290 and 292 Sheldon Street. 
WM. F. BRODERICK, 
C Successor to D. E. Greene,) 
No. 4 Ford ·street, - Hartford, Conn. 
... F,:U~NACES, RANGES AND TIN WARE 1 
TIN, COPPER AND SHJti:T !Ro~ WQRK. 
· -F~rnace and Ro~f Repairing a specialty. 
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THE CASE, LO.CKWOOD & BRAINARD COMPANY, 
PRINTERS AND BINDERS, BOOK and JOB , PRINTING ... 
PEARL AND TRUMBULL STREETS, HARTFORD, CONN. 
Largest Facilities. Prompt Service. Correct Pri~•-
.SHRING -STYLES · NOW ·READY. 
Established 184-8. 
Stern Bros. Fine Custom Tailors, 
80 Trumbull Street. 
Suits $15 up. Pants $4 up. 
Perfect Fit Guaranteed. HARRY SCELL 
ANYTHING YOU WANT . 
THAT A DRUG STORE 
SHOULD HA VE YOU 
WILL FIND AT THE 
MARWICK DRUO STO_RES, 
C ~ .AJain and Asylum and orner F, d S Asylum and or ts. 
AT ALL TIMES 
MAKE Us YouR CoNVENIENCE. 
·ttartf ord Trust 
Con1pany, Hartford, C>nn. 
Organized October, l868 • . 
CAPITAL, 
SURPLUS, 
. $300,000 
200,000 
Conducts a General Banking, Trust and Safe 
Deposit Business. 
Accounts of individual~, firms, corporations 
and banks invited. 
RALPH W. CUTLER, President. 
CHAS. M. JOSLYN, Vice-President. 
1:RANK C. smt;~fb'li~~g'°('f'. Sttpt. Safe Depo11it Dept 
FREE SCHOLARSHIPS. 
If you long for an educa tion but don't know how 
to obtain it, we offer you the opportunity of your 
life. Send us a catalogue of the school, college, or 
other ·institution of learning which you wish to 
attend, tell us in a letter the course of study you 
ha ve chosen, and we will explain a plan by which 
WE WILL 'PAY EXPENSES ·WHILE YOU ·ARE STUDYING-. 
The Success Bureau of Education, 
Room, University Building, · New York City. 
Made as well 
as any $5 
or $6 Shoes. 
Fit as well as 
any custom 
made Shoes. 
=4° "REGAL" ~ . 
~ $3.50 SHOES~ 
They'll win you at sight. 
C!tall\ bet]il\ & Sltaugl):qe~~Y, 
SOLE AGENTS, 
THE BONNER-PRESTON Co., 
843 91/ain Street., Jf art/'ord., Conn. 
And Dealers in 
Metal Ceilings, Wall Papers, Paints, 
Artists' Materials, Pl,otog·raphic ·Goods 
DRAWING AND PAINTING OUTFITS . 
Special Rates for Students. 
STUDIO, 1039 MAIN STREET. 
F. ('\\. Johnson, 
£Q,a,{)i¾{J ~h,ot{?(JZ~fie-~ 1 
,1039 91/ain St., JF_art/'ord., Conn, 
= 
GROUP WORK A SPECIALTY. 
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._-. "AS YOU GROW .- OLD, GROW RIC.-H." 
EVERY YOUNG MAN wants~ to aet on. 
He wants to feel that he is making money and accumulating it. 
THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY 
_in which a bright, progressive young man can view the matter with satisfaction 
l~ . himself, and that is to 
CAPITALIZE. HIS ANNUAL SAVINGS. 
Let the~ represent instalments on a fixed capital.-Something worth while-
payable at a future date. BUY 
)ETNA LIFE· lNSURANCE .COMPANY · 
ENDOWMENTS PAYABLE IN CASH or 4% Bonds if purchaser is -living at the end 
of 10, 15,· 20 or more years, as may be selected. The full amount payable in 
Cash or 4% Bonds at death of purchaser if it occurs before maturity of 
Endowment. 
"DOING MAKES WEALTH,-WAITING POVERTY." 
Plimpton 
Mfg. Co. Hartford, Conn. 
.. Printers and Engravers. 
C.Ollege Stationery a Specialty. 
Dean's Laundry, 
379 Main Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Perfect Service. Prompt Delivery. 
SHIRTS ALL HAND IRONED. 
Laundry called for and delivered. 
lf you want the Finest Work in the City 
SEND YOUR LAUNDRY TO 
OEO. L. BEST'S Custom Laundry 
42 Elm Street, Hartford, Conn. 
We use same style Collar and Cuff Machine 
as Earl &. Wilson 
CHAS. H. BELL, Druggist, 
PROPRIETOR OF 
Bell's Famous Coca Wine. 
60c. pint; $1.00 quart. Great help to tired students. 
Remember our Liniment, a great thing in athletic 
exercises. 639 MAIN STREET. opposite Atheneum. 
HAVE YOUR WORK DONE BY 
OEOROE'S EXPRESS CO. 
4 Central Row, Hartford, Con~. 
The College Express. Telephone Connection. 
ARTHUR JOHNSON ' 
& COMPANY, 
53 West 42d Street, N. Y. 
OUTFITTERS TO THE 
ST·UDENT A _THLETE. 
Base Ball, Golf, Tennis, Track and Field Supplies. 
'lfiirOrders given .to GEO. B. VELTE · 
wilt receive prompt attentio1e. 
THE TRINITY TABLET. 
The ..... 
Hubert~Fischer ~Brewery, 
Corner Park and Lawrence Streets, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
Extra Bottling Lager 
fotf ffote1 and family Use a Specialty. 
PLUNCBING 
of your home pl aced in sanitary condition by 
: : : : LICENSED PLUMBERS:: : : 
N. B. BULL & SON, 
Establish ed 1851. 345 Asylum Street. 
Telephone lOlll-5. 
JOHN COOMBS, 
FLORIST, 
688 Main St., Hartford, Ct. 
xv 
4---l!RTFORD 
'{YPEWRITERS 
Price, $60.90 
No. 2 . 
FULL GRADE STANDARD TYPEWRITERS 
EITHER SINGLE KEYBOARD OR SHIFT KEY. 
The Hartford Typewr_iter Co., 
CATALOGUES ON APPLICATIO~. 474 Capitol Ave., Hartford, Conn. 
Students insist upon having the Genuine Boston Oarter. 
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H.H.WILLES Pietaires 
• -s:,,. ftrames 
~ 1013 MAIN STREET, 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT. 
Etchings 
Engiravings 
:Established 25 3:Jears. 
PICTURE ART STORE 
FRAMES 
,B Artists' Materials 
.~MADE R and 
~TO ORDER French Art Work. 
HEUBLEIN BARBER SHOP, 
34 M ulber~y Street, 
HARTFORD CONN. 
J. GouLET, Prop'r. 
W d~bach Lights, 
Portable Sta.nils, 'l'ubing, 
Mantels, Chimneys, 
everything. 
GR~EN~s . . 
No. 24 STATE STBET, 
(U.S. Hotel Bldg.) 
Telephone 1.42-1.2 
Open evenings. 
Will f8.1l for work at College Tuesday P. M'. and return 
same Friday P. M. 'I'elepbone No. 248-6. 
SANITARY LAUNDRY . 
A. J. F.STLOW, Prop'r. 
SANITARY METHODS. 
FILTERED WATER. 
No .SAW [DGES. 
857 MAJN STREET, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
JationaI Fire InSurance oomuang, 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
Capital, $1,000,000. Assets, $4,851.789.34. 
DIRECTORS. 
Homer Blanchard, John R. Buck, Chas. H. Briscoe. 
William B. Franklin, Htnry C. Judd, Ralph H. Ensign, 
Frank. W. Cheney, Francis T. Maxwell, J. JI.I. Allen, 
Jame!! Nichols, Byron A. Simmons, Jas. P. Taylor. 
JAMES NICHOLS, PRESIDENT. 
B. R. STILLMAN, Sec'y. H. A. SMITH, Ass't Sec' y. 
THE E. S. KIBBE COMPANY, 
WHeLESALE GReCERS, 
149-155 State St., Hartford, Conn. 
'' HELMET BRAND" TEA, COFFEE, 
CANNED GOODS. SPICES and TOBACCO. 
JESSE N. L1NI>, 
.;I, MAKER OF .;I, 
Jliae lloots natl &bees .• 
REPAIRING NEATLY DONE. 
RUBBER HEELS PUT ON. 
4 Kinsley St., HARTFORD, CoNN. 
'CCOril!Or,r 
fo~ . ~alls . 
nrus.fairS,!J II Pu~l,c Qc~i,, 
-l~and a ,.. ~ -"'0~ ~ ~ 238-240 Asylum St. '-1. 
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J. F. MOR AN, The Gentleman's Outfitter, 
869 .lJain Street. 
Trinity Flags and Caps a Specialty. Come and Look our Good& Over. 
The C If $J.SO "A sHoE THAT'S RIGHT." 
· y go Practical Footwear for Dress, 
· Street a.nd Athletics. 
EDWIN J\ISHBERG, Sole J\gent, 913 Main Str~et, HARTFORD, CONN. 
GEO. L. RAPPORT, 
)Prescription IOruggist, FINE woRK. 
Maple Avenue and Congress Street. 
MOD ERA TE PRICES. 
Agency for E. C. Hazard & Co. 
Key West Cigars. 
Kibbe's Candy. 
ELM TREE INN, Farmington, Conn 
Senes Table d'bote lllnoere from 12:S0 to 2:no p. m. A la carte ~enlce a& all 
llours. We ma.ke a 1peclalty of Br,>lled J.ive Lol>Nte1'11 and Broiled Chicken. Dl11ner 
l'artlee and Banquet& @er.-ed at &bort Jlottce. Live: y in connection. 
J. F. CUMrtlNOS, Prop, 
Electric Oare leave Hutford every buur . 
STUDENT' S TRADE SOLICITED. 
TOOTH AND HAIR BRUSHES, 
COMBS AND BAY RUM, 
DAY AND MARTIN BLACKING, 
T. SISSON & co., HARTFORD, CT. 
729 Main Street. 
BESSE'S ICE CREAM 
Same high standard is maintained year after year. 
Nothing to surpass it-nothing to equal it. Catering 
for wedding parties and receptions a specialty. 
P. &; J. BESSE, 
Boston, 761 Main Street, 
167 Tremont St. 'Phone 1-124. 
Brocton Sample Shoe Store. 
All High Priced Goods. Union Made Shoes. 
. Douglas, Walkover, Snow's, Patent Leathers, Jorda1:1'1. 
$4~00 and $5.00 SHOES 'tor $2.50. 
Enry Pair Ou~rant!ed. IOI STATE ST., HARTFORD. 
Established 1870. 
JOSEPH BRIMBLE, 
180 Ward Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Bouse Painter, Decorator, and 
Paper Hanging. 
Graini_ng and Hard Wood Finishing a Specialty. 
E. P. CAHILL, 
Draper and Tailor, 
t 05 Pratt St. near Trumbull St. 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
~ 
~ 
! 1108 Chestnut St., Phlladelphla 
-Fashionable Engraving 
----";;.;"
0
--Stationery 
HARV ARD UNIVERSITY 
LAWRENCE SCIENTIFIC SOiOOL. 
The Lawrence Scientific Schoolr which is under the 
san:ie Faculty as Hafvard College· and the Graduate 
School, offers professional courses leading to the de-
gree of S.B. in Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engi-
neering; Mining and Metallurgy; Architecture; Land-
scape Architecture; , Chemistry; Geology; Biology; 
Anatomy, Physiology and Hygene ( as a preparation 
for medical schools); Science for Teachers; and a 
course in General Science. Graduates of colleges may 
ma;r be admitted to advanced standing without c:s:-
ammation. For information concerning courses of 
study, expenses, and plans of admission, address J. L. 
Lov.a, Secretary, 16 University Hall, Cambridgc,Mass. 
N. S. SHALER, Dean. 
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Toledo 
Stearn 
Carriage 
Differs materially in de-
sign and construction from 
other steam carriages on 
the market. If you want 
to know all about its many 
points of superiority ca11 
at our salesroom or send 
for descriptive catalogue. 
AMERICAN BICYCLE CO.MP ANY. 
COLUMBIA BICYCLE SALESROOMS, 
436 Capitol Avenue. 
RUGS, DRAPERIES AND CURTAINS. 
THE VISIBLE WRITING 
UNDERWOOD 
How much better your work would 
look if typewritten. 
Write for our rental terms. 
WAGNER TYPEWRITER COMPANY, 
755- 757. Main Street, Hartford, Conn~ .... 
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Carpets, Rugs and Mats, 
TAPESTRY, PORTIERES, 
AND COUCH COVERS, 
In Oriental effects., at Moderate Prices. 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE, 
NE-W- YORK CITY. 
The session be~ins each year during the first week in October and. continues eight monthi;, 
The course of instruction covers four years, but studenrs who present credentials from other accredited medical colleges of full 
cour~es of sLudy will be admitted to advanced standing after passing examinaLions in those subjects which have been completed in the 
previous years. 
The essential features of the curriculum arc-the dailv recitations in small sections, the thorough laboratory instruction, and clinical 
and bedside teaching in dispensaries and ho,pitals by members of the faculty. 
In the College building is a dispensary in which about 50 ooo patients arc treated yearly. 
The facilities offered by the mat y large hospitals in Ne~ York are utilized to the utmost to familiarize the student by personal 
observation with the diagnosis and treatment of disease. Bellevue Hospital, the largest of all the city institutions, is directly opposite 
the College building. 
The circular for 1901- 1902 giving all details will be mailed on application to 
WM. M. POLK, M. D .• L.L.D., Dean, 
Cornell University Medical College, 
First Ave., and 28th Street, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
THE JENNINCS MEAT CO., 
Cash Meat and Provision Dealers, 
290 PARK STREET, HARTFORD, CONN. 
DRUG STORE WANTS 
ATTENDED TO. 
Charles A. Rapelye, 
882 MAIN STREET. 
Maillard's, Allegretti's and Lowney's 
Candies, Roger & Gallet Perfumes, 
Toilet Goods of every description. 
HOT AND COLD SODA. 
IBE-BREAM S00A ~LL THE YEAR. 
/\ WORD ABOUT CIGARS. 
we~!~~ ~It~10fo eit!~~lyy~~tl,~~t ~t~ri~c:i:iri-:t:. Yf: i~"e sw~:!~~ 
Cigars as well as in Porto Rico and domestic goods we carry the 
largest stock ln the city. 
Jlg~ ~: 8:~1! lI~r:i~ar.·:g_.ge~i~ioo. 
Panet.ellas; $8.00 per 50. 
Dellclosae, $8.00 per 50. 
THE LATHROP COMPANY, 
If it's from Lathrop s it's pure. 
Phone 485-4. S1' Asylum Street. 
PIEL BEER. 
H~NRY E:, YE:OMANS, • 
·::.·.LIVERY STABLE.,:::. 
No. St Farmington Avenue, 
Adjoining Farmington Av. Hotel, 
Telephone Call, 1318. HARTFORD, CONN. 
THOMAS OAKES & S0N,4 ~ 
)Plumbing, beating, anb 
J8lectrical (tontractors. 
Repair Work 
a Specialty. 
trrrinify Qlo ILegr 
~Uiiarb ,ariotli, 
11 Haynes Street, 
Hartford, Conn. 
LORD'S, 
__ .,..,.,,.,; 32 Asylum Street. 
G. L. SKINNER, Manager. 
GUS PILSNER. 
KOCH'S 
CAFE 
WELSH RAREBIT. 605 Main Street. LOBSTER. 
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I? arsons Theatre. 
ALL 1-IlGH-CLASS ATTRACTIONS. 
.Jl,.JI, 
WEDNESDAY EVENING,MAY 28. 
Frank McKee will present 
THE LADY OF LYONS. 
MARY MANNERING, as Pauline. 
KYRLE BELLEW, as Claude Melnotte. 
(By arrangement with Liebler & Co.) 
Assisted by an Excellent Company. 
Prices-$2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 75c. and 50c. 
N. J. Goodwin, M. D. S. 
DENTA'L ROOMS, 
753 Main Street, Hartford, Conn, 
Gemmill, Burnham & Co. 
Have received our NEW SPRING SUITS, 
OVERCOATS and RAIN COATS, all the latest styles. 
Order your Spring Suit from our large line of 
Nobby Suitings. 
FULL DRESS SUITS FOR RENT. 
GEMMILL, BURNHAM & CO. 
t826-t90J. 
The Connecticut River 
Banking Company, 
South Corner Main and Pearl Streets, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
ALL BANKING FACILITIES. 
Small accounts have 
careful attention. 
SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS RECORD. 
SAMUEL L. ELMORE, President. 
H. W. ERVING, Cashier. 
WE CARRY A VERY COMPLETE LINE OF 
HIGH-GRADE GROCERIES. 
At all times we give careful service and persona 
attention. 
H. GRISWOLD, 547 Main Street. 
BROOKS BROTHERS, 
Leading Styles. 
BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
Shirtings in great variety Ready Macie or To Measure,_ in Oxfords, 
Rayee, Pongee, Madras and Silk, plain or plaited bosom. 
Tropical Suits in Donegals, Worsteds, Flannels, Serges, Russian 
Crash, etc., ranging from $12.00 upwards for men. Youths' and 
Boys' of course lower. 
Catalogue containing over 150 illustrations, with prices, mailed 
on request. 
Popular Prices. 
P. H. BILLINGS, 
High Class T~iloring, 
CLARK & SMITH, 
BOOK AND Joe PRINTERS, 
PHCE:NIX MUTUAL L1n: BUILDING, 
49 PEARL STREET, 
HARTFOFID, CONNECTICUT. U Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
9/. $}, -f will make you the .Pines/ 
3ult or Overcoat in the City ror ,125. 00 College W o.rk a Specialty. 
Clark & Smith, Printers, Phornlx Mutual Life Building, 49 Pearl St., JTnrtfor1l.., 
